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Chapter 1: Introduction

In 2016 I started experimenting with using a gyroscope (CMG) or spinning rotor to balance itself on 
two legs. I had seen this photo:

and thought that it was a magical feat of engineering. I then became familiar with the historical vehicles
that had been made like the Brennan Gyro-monorail – patented in 1903(http://www.douglas-
self.com/MUSEUM/LOCOLOCO/brennan/brennan.htm ) , the Schilovski Gyrocar in 1912, the 1964 
GyroX car, Lit Motors C-1 self balancing motorcycle, Thrustcycle, among others.

I have included a Math section below. It includes an interesting experiment to determine how much 
torque your gyroscope needs to produce to balance a vehicle of a certain mass.
The math needs some more work but this will get you started.

You can get an idea of the torque a gyroscope will produce by looking at the online math calculator at 
gyroscopes.org/math. It just goes to show that someone can build something without know the math 
behind it. But it would be nice to build a virtual model of a working gyroscope. I have seen the output 
of such models but no specifics were given on how to build it. One thing I have found through the 
years is that there was a lack of real details on how to build these vehicles until I found these two 
fantastic booklets that helped me figure out the servo control mechanism for my gyroscopic vehicle by 
MORI, Hiroshi at:

https://thebbb.net/free/theories-and-experiments-for-gyro-monorails.pdf 

and

https://thebbb.net/free/how-to-build-a-simple-gyro-monorail.pdf 

Wish I had had these when I started working on gyroscopes but then I wouldn't have experienced the 
pleasure of working this stuff out for myself. They give the theory of self-balance vehicles though also 
do not include much math. They do not discuss  micro-processor control issues as his machines are 
purely electro-mechanical. They are very fine mechanical constructions but you will have to be a 
machinist to build one. My construction is on the opposite end of the spectrum – build mostly of trash 
or easily found components except for my rotor which I had to have machined but that is still very 
basic in its construction using just hand tools.

https://thebbb.net/free/how-to-build-a-simple-gyro-monorail.pdf
https://thebbb.net/free/theories-and-experiments-for-gyro-monorails.pdf
http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/LOCOLOCO/brennan/brennan.htm
http://www.douglas-self.com/MUSEUM/LOCOLOCO/brennan/brennan.htm


The development of a working self-balancing vehicle has been a gradual evolution over six years and 
has culminated in the latest Version #4 as shown in chapter 10. In Version #4 I have also simplified 
the programming algorithm to basically a bang-bang with proportional speed control and have 
decided to add the code to chapter 9. It does work much better than the previous code that uses 
delays to allow the gyroscope to naturally precess. 

Update Jan 2021: My final version #4 is now working pretty well as it makes right and 
left turns fairly rapidly without the gyro falling over. I have even gotten it to balance and
move forward and backward on a high-wire. The code is the second program at the end 
of this book. The best hardware combination I have found so far is the 395 dc motor for 
the gimbal using gears, and the VNH5019 12amp motor driver. Any more powerful 
motor tends to strip the gears. I have tried using pulleys and a belt but it tends to create 
more drag friction and so the gimbal does not move as smoothly as it does with gears. I 
have improved the algorithm so that it provides the proper motor power at the 
appropriate times. It is not quite as smooth as it was with earlier programs but it handles 
disturbances much better. 
I did try to use an ESP32 which processes much faster than the Arduino Uno but it does 
not balance as well. I think this is due to when using a faster processor, you must 
introduce some delay in the program so that the motor has time to effect a torque on the 
gyroscope; I suppose it might work with the stronger 540 motor but I had trouble 
stripping gears and did not want too start a whole new series of experiments. So am 
sticking witht the 395 motor and Arduino Uno. Perhaps someone else can carry on the 
experiment. If so, God speed!



Chapter 2: Gyroscope Control Mechanisms

What is a gyroscope: 

Note that the gimbal is how the gyroscope will rotate forward and backward (PITCH) and this 
component is very important in the construction of the gyroscope in this booklet.

There are three major ways to achieve gyroscopic self-balance:
1. No active gimbal control: Construct a simple gyroscope with a rotor, a motor, a  gimbal, and a 

frame.  If the vehicle has been constructed very straight, with everything balancing the CG of 
the vehicle exactly in the middle of the vehicle, with no or very little friction (think Micro-
newtons), and a low CG, and little or no vibration from the motor and gyroscope and adapters, 
and it is TOP-HEAVY, THEN – perhaps, maybe, the vehicle will stay balanced. It is more likely
to happen if the rotor is very heavy compared to the weight of the entire vehicle. But if you 
disturb the balance then at some point it will most probably lose its balance. Springs, rubber 
bands and other contrivances will not keep the vehicle balanced.

This is one of the first self-balancing gyroscopic vehicles I built. The rotor was 5 stacked CDs held 
onto the 390 sized DC motor shaft with an RC propeller shaft adapter. The gyro was top-heavy with the



motor weighing more than the CDs. The gimbal was a piece of plywood with two lengths of fishing 
pole to serve as the axles. The frame was some acrylic rulers. The whole contraption vibrated fiercely 
but it managed to stay balanced without any active gimbal controls.

2. Counter-weight balancing: my first successful self-balancing vehicle used a counter-weight 
that I swung back and forth with a servo, an Arduino Uno and a MPU6050 gyro/accelerometer 
module. Using a counter-weight does work but it does not generate nearly the torque that active 
control of the gimbal will achieve. It is even used in Schilkovski's gyro car and probably 
worked so well because the rotor was so massive that outside disturbances to the car had little 
effect on upsetting the car. It is a nice method to use just to see it working but probably not a 
good permanent solution.

 
I used a servo to swing a counter-weight from one side to the other to force a torque on the vehicle to 
keep it balanced. It worked very well but still does not provide as much corrective force as other 
methods. Note the clothes pin used on the motor to increase its top heaviness. Servo control was with 
Arduino Uno. You can get more details of this one at my Instructables site here: 
https://www.instructables.com/id/Self-Balancing-Gyroscope-V3-Using-Arduino-and-Pot-/ 

https://www.instructables.com/id/Self-Balancing-Gyroscope-V3-Using-Arduino-and-Pot-/


Schilovski used a counter-weight scheme to self right his vehicle. When the vehicle tilted, the weight 
caused the gyro to tilt thus giving a corrective torque to the vehicle. Probably not nearly as effective or 
forceful as a motor controlling the gimbal but it still moved the gimbal, unlike my counter-weight 
which just applied a torque to the entire vehicle – like pushing down on one side of the vehicle with 
your finger.

3. Active gimbal control: I spent several years working on self-balancing vehicles before I was 
finally able to make this one work for me – and it was a sweet success. I had seen Hiroshi's 
monorails balancing using active gimbal control and a few Youtube examples of working active
gimbal control vehicles using micro-processors but the specifics escaped me and they weren't 
talking. Until 2017 when Hiroshi published his wonderful little book and then it became clear 
how to actively control a gimbal.

Here is the problem: you cannot just attach a servo to the gimbal and expect the gyroscope to balance 
itself because it won't: the servo will apply so much friction to the gimbal axle that it applies a torque to
one side or the other of the gyroscope and hence it will fall. In other words it kills the gyroscope's 
natural precession that allows it to maintain its balance. Now, I said you cannot just attach a servo 
directly to the gimbal – well Hiroshi did just that and he made it work and I asked him how he did it – 
he said he just positioned the servo where the gyroscope would naturally precess. Well he is also a 
mathematician and can figure that stuff out but I can't so I have to resort to the tried and true method of 
using a special kind of servo.



Chapter 3: Gyroscope rotor orientation

There are two gyro rotor orientations: horizontal axis like this:

and veritical like this:

I will discuss the pros and cons of each.

Vertical rotor axis: 

Pro: this orientation allows the use of natural precession by itself or in conjunction with 
mechanical or electrical assistance. If a top heavy gyroscope (one where the CG is 
slightly lower than the gimbal axis) is allowed to spin, it can use natural precession to 
keep its balance, sometimes, if all conditions are about perfect, without any other 
assistance. The great thing about natural precession (keeping its balance) is that it is 
instantaneous. Add electronic assistance via a servo of some kind and it is very easy to 
keep the gyroscope balanced close to it's zero point. 

Con:  is that if this is used to keep a vehicle balanced, then when the vehicle is in 
forward motion, and if the gyro rotor is spinning counter-clockwise, then during a sharp 
left vehicle turn, the gyroscope will fall forward and the vehicle will suddenly fall over. 
The only way to prevent this is to apply a torque to the gyroscope gimbal to keep the 
vehicle and gyroscope balanced. And this is difficult to do quickly enough as the 
gyroscope responds instantaneously to the sharp vehicle turn. What is needed is a 
powerful gimbal motor and very fast processor that isn't busy at the time doing other 
stuff.

Horizontal rotor axis:  



Pro:  this orientation allows a vehicle in forward motion to make right and left turns 
with no adverse effect on the gyroscope, it will not fall over.

Con:  unfortunately this orientation does not allow natural precession to be used to help 
balance the gyroscope so you must rely only on mechanical and/or electrical means. 
Also, since you do not have the benefit of instantaneous help using natural precession, 
the processor must be fast, and the gimbal motor must be powerful.

Dual gyroscopes: 

there is another option that some have utilized and that is using two gyroscopes, usually 
in the vertical axis orientation. They must be connected to each other via some kind of 
linkage and then they can use natural precession as well as allow vehicle turns to right 
and left with no problems. 

Con: But of course it requires double the work, more vehicle weight and complexity. 
The nice thing is that the rotors torque power is doubled with using two rotors.



Chapter 4: Constructing a gyroscope

Please check out my videos before continuing to get an idea of what a self-balance gyroscopic vehicle 
is all about:
https://youtu.be/I96t_n5Ffeo
https://youtu.be/N22i4JuYoXM
https://youtu.be/NsBnBMIeXeo              … and many others.

1. Gyroscope rotor: Hopefully the math chapter below will help you determine how heavy a rotor
and rpm for the size vehicle you are building. Brennan felt that the ratio could be as light as 3% 
(weight of rotor / weight of vehicle) but I don't see how that is possible.  Hiroshi felt it could be 
around 10% and I think to 20% and I have found from personal experience that it can range 
from 15 to 25%. Of course it also depends on the rpm of the rotor – 15% works for me at 7 to 
10 thousand rpm and 20% at 4 to 5000 rpm but even at 10000 rpm I think my 360 gram rotor is 
too light for a 3kg vehicle to make it drive well without falling over.

I have since upgraded to a 700gram rotor so the ratio runs around 23% and 4000 rpm and with a new 
subroutine it works very well at keeping balance.

2. Gyroscope rotor material: the material needs to be dense so aluminum, steel and brass are 
ideal.

Brass is 2 to 3 times as dense as aluminum and steel is 2.5 times. So choose a heavier material for a 
more compact gyroscope. My friend Okki uses a model steam engine flywheel as shown above to good
effect.

 If a market rotor is available, then that is ideal, but probably the best alternative is to have one 
machined to exact specs. Unfortunately, there are no exact ideal specs so it is a lot of guesswork at first.
If someone asked me what dimensions I would use I would say 7 to 10 cm in diameter, 15 to 30 cm in 
thickness, cutouts if you wish but not required, and a material of aluminum (cheap), brass or steel. I 
have used stacked DVD disks, and hard-disk disks but they are difficult to spin without vibration. Also 
DVD disks tend to crack and explode. Vibration is your enemy though it is possible to self-balance 

https://youtu.be/NsBnBMIeXeo
https://youtu.be/N22i4JuYoXM
https://youtu.be/I96t_n5Ffeo


with some vibration.  
One of my acquaintances uses a model steam engine rotor that works very smoothly and comes in 
various sizes. 

3. Gyroscope motor: I only have experience using DC brushed motors and the size depends on 
the mass of the rotor. My last rotor weighed 360 grams and I used a 550 size, 6 to 12 volt, 
18000 rpm motor. Probably a little heavy as the motor runs around 200 grams. A 540 size would
probably be ideal (160 grams). It has been suggested that brush-less motors might be better as 
they are typically lighter but it would also require an ESC (electronic speed controller). And 
when constructing a self-balancing vehicle, lighter is always better. Regardless, the motor 
should be rated at 10 thousand rpm or higher and from 6 to 12 volts.

Using gears: you could I suppose power the rotor separately by using a motor that drivers the rotor 
with a gear  but as Hiroshi has assumed, the motor is part of the gyroscope: when the motor spins in the
same direction as the rotor, it adds to the angular momentum – when it spins in an opposite direction, as
it would with a gear, will subtract from the momentum.
Using belt drive:  I believe this is really the way to go but haven't tried it yet. Using the gear and levers
I think produces a non-linear control whereas a belt drive would produce complete linear control. 

Mounting rotor separately from motor: I think mounting the rotor in bearings (not directly on the 
motor shaft) and driving the motor with pulleys and a belt would reduce vibration dramatically and it 
would save on wear and tear of the motor bearings. Would like to try this one day.

4. Mounting the rotor to the motor shaft: I have  mounted my rotors using model RC propeller 
shaft adapters and also commercially available brass shaft adapters. Both worked well but 
probably the ideal solution is to mount the rotor directly to the motor shaft to prevent unwanted 
vibration. I have yet to do that as it would mean having another rotor custom made. And how 
well it will hold up to being mounted to such a tiny shaft, usually 3 to 4 mm, I do not know.

5. Gyroscope gimbal axle: somehow the motor needs to be mounted to a gimbal axle. I have used
various methods but perhaps the best is a custom made aluminum u-shaped bracket or even a 
3D printed one.  On my last vehicle I used a strip of wood to which the motor was attached with
a couple of M3 screws. Then I used two aluminum angle pieces for the ends of  wood strip and 
with these attached a couple screws that passed through a couple of bearings and allowed nice 
friction free rotation of the gimbal. You can get by without the bearings but the axle must be 
able to rotate without friction or it will disturb the balancing effect of the gyroscope. 

A final point about the axle: the rotor, or the motor, can be mounted on top of the axle, it doesn't matter 
but what does matter is that if you use the vertical rotor axis orientation,  the combination must be top-
heavy with the point of balance (CG)  about 3mm to 2cm above the axle (not sure this holds true for 
horizontal axis orientation). This is what allows the gyroscope to naturally precess much like a top 
does. You cannot make a bottom-heavy gyroscope self-balance. Theoretically I suppose it is possible 
but it would take a very sophisticated computer program to operate it.

6. Gimbal frame: a gimbal allows the gyroscope to rotate in a forward and backward direction 
(PITCH). The frame can be made of any material and I have mostly used plywood as it is light 
and strong and easy to work with (and perhaps absorbs some vibration). Most other gyroscopic 



vehicles I have seen have used aluminum or steel brackets and these are good but heavy and 
harder to work with unless you have the tools and their heavier weight requires a larger rotor 
mass. 3D printing would be ideal for a frame. The gimbal frame needs to be straight to prevent 
unwanted balancing problems. 

7. Vehicle frame: the vehicle frame should also be as light as possible but strong and stiff. The 
gyroscope gimbal frame must be attached to the vehicle frame with the gimbal axle 
perpendicular to the lengthwise run of the chassis or vehicle frame. 

Then two feet or wheels are attached to each end of the chassis.
The above photo is my newest frame that features a circular bearing to allow the gyroscope to  turn 
with the steering wheel (I have since determined the bearing is not helpful.)

I made this vehicle frame by dismantling an artist easel. I always just use the stuff lying around in my 
office/laboratory.

8. Powering the gyroscope motor: when building the initial gyroscope I use a wall-wart to power
the motor and for testing. I have a perfect one that has a variable potentiometer on it so that I 
can vary the power and thus the rpm. At a later point in the project I use a 12 volt 3S lipo 
battery run through a cheap adjustable PMW module for a mobile vehicle.

At this point the vehicle should be able to be operated and at least a few seconds of self-balancing 
achieved. If the gyroscope will not balance it is most probably due to the fact that the gyro is not top-
heavy enough. Too much will work, not enough will not work. Regardless, you must get it balancing 
before you add the gimbal control circuitry as the gimbal control will not fix a poorly built gyroscope. 



Chapter 5: MATH

Have decided to redo this section. Note: I do not know physics and have cobbled these formuli from 
various sources so use at your own risk. If anyone knows better formulas, please inform me and I will 
post them here.

The formula for inertia calculates resistance to acceleration but perhaps another way to think of it is the
level of force required to keep an object in motion about an axis of rotation. Anyway, it is a required 
value in one of the later formulas so we will calculate it first.
 
1. This formula for Inertia is used in the torque formula.
Gyroscope rotor momentum is calculated as

 I = (.25 to .5 profile) * mass or rotor * (radius of rotor * radius of rotor)

If you calculate interia = (.25 * 10kg * (.1m * .1m))  you get .025 kg m m
If you double the rotor mass you get:

I = (.25 * 20kg * (.1m * .1m)) = .05 kg m m

So doubling the rotor mass equals double the inertia or power of the gyroscope.

However, by doubling the radius, you get 4 times the inertia.

2. The following formula shows how much torque is required to right a falling 
vehicle. 
T(torque) = h * m * g * Sin(angle)
where:

h = CG of vehicle height in meters
m = mass of vehicle in KG
g = gravity (9.8 per meter per second per second)
angle = tilt of vehicle from horizontal (I think 0 degrees is vertical and SIN of 0 is 0 which 

makes sense as it should take no torque to keep something balanced that is already balanced) 

My model:
  T = .08 * 2kg * 9.8 * Sin(RADIAN(10)) = .270 NM or .027 kg = 27 grams of force to correct 10 
degree lean.

This will give the required  force that your gyroscope must generate to balance your vehicle at that 
angle. 



3. This formula below measures how much torque is produced by a gyroscope with 
a certain rotor mass. 
So using the formula above and the one here, one should be able to see if the torque produced by a 
gyroscope of a certain mass and rpm will correct the imbalance of a leaning vehicle.

Moment of precession is   Mo = I(disk) * w(disk) * w(axis) * SIN(RADIAN(angle of disk))
where: I = inertia as shown in formula above, of disk
           w(disk) = rpm of rotor in rads/sec

           w(axis) = rpm of gimbal in rads/sec (must rotate it to generate a torque)
                          NOTE: I estimate this is typically about 2 revolutions per second which is 12.5 rads per
second but it will change depending on what your motorSpeed value for the gimbal motor is; a higher 
motorSpeed will result in a higher rads/s value and higher torque on the gimbal. You can actually 
measure the w(axis) value by tracking the time it takes the potentiometer values to move from one 
point to another – but I think an estimate is fine. A value of 10 to 12 is probably pretty accurate. Then 
convert rotations per second to rads/sec.

           SIN of angle of disk (related directly angle of vehicle too) SIN function expects values in 
radians

for instance:
 with a 7kg disk with .15 meter radius and using .44 as the profile of rotor and 15000rpm(1590 

rads/s)  and gimbal rotation rate of 100rpm(10.47 rads/s)  and vertical rotor angle then

I = .44 * 7kg * (.15)squared = .0693 kg m m (round to .070)

Mo = .070 * 1570 rads/sec * 10.47rads/sec * SIN(RADIANS(90)) = 1150 Newton/meter = 117 kg 
force (using 90 degrees to find maximum force – usually will be less than 20 degrees)

Therefore two rotors of this size should be able to balance a 264 kg motorcycle easily.

Used the above formulas from Lit Motors C-1 patent page here: 
http://www.patentsencyclopedia.com/app/20110231060 
It seems the C-1 ended up using two 24kg rotors running at 7 to 12k rpm according to this reference: 
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/7509/mech-stability-through-gyroscope 

An interesting experiment based on this paper: 
http://innomet.ttu.ee/daaam15/Proceedings/Mechatronics&System%20Engineering/vepsalainen.pdf 

I made a spreadsheet with these formulas to play with calculations which is posted on my blog site.

http://innomet.ttu.ee/daaam15/Proceedings/Mechatronics&System%20Engineering/vepsalainen.pdf
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/7509/mech-stability-through-gyroscope
http://www.patentsencyclopedia.com/app/20110231060


Chapter 6: Gimbal Control 

Adding control to the gimbal to keep the gyroscope balancing :
The gyroscope gimbal needs to be continually adjusted to balance the vehicle. If the gyroscope starts 
falling forward (change in PITCH) the vehicle will start falling to the left or right (change in ROLL) 
(depending on which direction your rotor is spinning). If  gyroscope rotor falls backwards, the vehicle 
will fall in the other direction.
So we need some method of pushing and pulling the gimbal to create a torque to push the vehicle back 
to its balancing point. The gyroscope is an interesting beast, if you push down on one side of the 
gimbal which the rotor is spinning, the entire vehicle will begin to rotate towards one side (ROLL) and 
if you push down on the other side of the gimbal, the vehicle will rotate in the other direction. This is 
the power that allows us to keep the vehicle at or near its neutral balance point.

What is a servo? It has three major components: a motor to turn the gears and an arm or lever, a 
potentiometer to control the positioning of the arm, and some gears to increase the work power of the 
motor. It of course also has a small micro-processor to control the motor positioning. In the case of the 
standard or micro servo, the motor can increase the power of the arm BUT the arm is very difficult to 
turn the gears and therefore the motor. And this is important: we need  a servo that has enough power to
move the arm and therefore the gimbal but also, we need to be able to turn the gears and motor with the
gimbal with almost NO friction or motor cog or drag of any kind. This is so that the gimbal is allowed 
to freely rotate even with it being attached to the servo motor. Therefore, a standard servo will not 
work. So what to do? We can break the servo apart into its basic components and use them separately, 
but together, to accomplish what we desire. We do this by using a small motor – perhaps a 280 or 370 
sized DC brushless motor, which has a small 10 cog gear on its axle, and connect this to a 50 cog 
freewheel gear which has an arm attached to it. The end of the arm is attached to the gimbal through a 
linkage.  Then we use a potentiometer to determine the angle of rotation of the gimbal shaft.  The 
potentiometer is connected to a micro-processor like an Arduino Uno. Now we have all the components
of a standard servo but broken apart. What this kind of servo allows is the absolutely or almost 
absolutely, friction free rotation of the gimbal which allows the gyroscope to naturally precess. 
UNLESS, we want to force the gyro to torque in one direction or the other: in this case we just turn the 
motor on for a few milliseconds to apply a torque, then shut the motor off and the gyroscope will 
torque in our desired direction.

Building the servo:
1. Micro-processor: I always use Arduino Unos because I know how to code them and they are 

easy to understand and connect. I usually use a sensor shield attached to the top of the Uno to 
make it easy to connect servos. The Uno is only an 16 mhz processor but that is plenty fast 
enough to do the job. Perhaps other faster processors might do an even better job. I do not know
if processor speed is instrumental in making the gyroscope function well. Something to try out 
in a future version.

2. I tried using the ESP32 processor which is much faster than the Arduino Uno, but it did not 
balance well. I think with a faster processor, you must use a more powerful gimbal motor that 
will act faster with less dwell time required. So I went back to the Arduino Uno which weems 



fast enough. 
Hiroshi's wonderful monorail trains do not typically use microprocessors but rather a sophisticated on-
off switch that says, if you are on one side of the balance point then apply an opposite force to get back 
to the balance point (bang-bang controller). His servo motor is always running full power, one way and 
then the other, back and forth. He also complains of burning motors and bearings out. The nice thing 
about using a micro-processor is that you can be a little more precise in correcting the gyro gimbal, and
the motor does not have to work quite so hard, especially using a PWM controller.

3. Potentiometer: The next special equipment needed is a GOOD potentiometer to detect the 
gimbal angle. Do not use the everywhere available 10k pot that you can buy for a few cents. It 
will work in a pinch but just introduces problems that prevent a well-functioning gyroscope. 
First, it is so stiff that even if you loosen up the shaft with oil or electronic cleaner, it still has 
too much friction to be useful. Also, when you plug it in to the Arduino or micro-processor – it 
will produce false signals when it moves until it gets to a resting position and this will cause 
your gimbal motor to move to undesired positions. So the solution is to buy a high quality 
potentiometer like a PL3022 contactless potentiometer which actually uses a non-contact 
magnet on its shaft and which produces an angle position through a small micro-processor 
inside the body of the potentiometer. It gives reliable readings and has only a few micro-
newtons of friction when turning the shaft. Perfect! 

The potentiometer needs to be attached to one end of the gimbal axle. I use a brass shaft adapter that 
adapts two different sized shafts. Then the potentiometer needs to be attached to the frame that holds 
the gimbal axle. 
You could also use an encoder but that would perform the same function as the potentiometer and 
require more complex coding.

4. Gimbal motor: First you need a small motor to apply a torque to the gimbal axle. I use a 370 
(now 385) sized motor. You probably do not want to go with a smaller motor as it will not be 
strong enough to pull or push the gimbal axle with sufficient authority. A stronger motor can 
always be used and the speed or power of the motor dialed down with the micro-processor. But 
here is the compromise – the motor must have very little turning friction – you must be able to 
turn its axle with your thumb and fore-finger easily or it will cause so much friction that the 
gimbal will not turn easily and therefore the gyroscope will lose its ability to naturally precess. 
Now there are some motors that have very low cog friction but they are usually expensive and 
there are also brush-less motors available but they require special controllers and they can cog 
too. Ideally a canned motor could be used but they present their own problems when turning on 
and off so many times per second. So the easy solution is a 370 motor that turns easily.

Update: I have since replaced the 370, which is vastly under-powered, with a 385 and even this motor 
is under-powered in sharp turns where you need a lot of torque to keep the rotor stable. I ran some 
amperage measurements with the following motors and results:
Motor size          stall amp (held shaft)                    no load amp draw          results
280 .20 .01 too small
370 .22 .01 barely works
380 1.87 1.0 wont work with L298N
385 .7 ?? works
390 1.33 .18 won't work - cogs
550 1.87 .86 wont work with L298N



5. Gimbal motor controller: the Arduino Uno can control a motor directly but it will not work in 
this case because the ampere draw of the motor will be much higher than the Uno can handle. 
So, a motor controller is required. Fortunately the L298N is a perfect lightweight module that 
will work well for a small motor like the 370 or 385. 

For setting up the gyro vehicle the first time, just use a 9 or 12 volt wall-wart to power the L298N. A 
ground from the L298N must be connected to the Arduino Uno and I just connect one from the Arduino
to the ground wire powering the L298N.
Do not use the L298 mini as it does not have a heat-sink attached to the processor to get rid of heat. 
The motor driver will heat up because it has to start and stop the motor many times per second. The 
L298N is a cheap solution without having to construct an H-bridge of your own.
Note: the A4950 (2amps per channel) works well with the 385 motor but if the vehicle gets more than 
15 degrees out of balance, it cannot restore balance. So, need to move on the next size motor. The 390 
motor cogs too much so cannot be used. Am currently experimenting with 550 motor and waiting on a 
VHN5019 motor controller that allows 7 amps per channel.
I noticed that with the horizontal rotor axis (version #4) you will need a more powerful gimbal motor 
than with the vertical axis rotor because it does not use natural precession to assist in keeping the rotor 
balanced.

6. Powering the Arduino and L298N: at this point, until the gyroscope is working well, you do 
not want to use batteries – use wall-warts.  9 to 12 volt for the Uno and 9 to 12 volt for the 

L298N.



7. Gears: a ratio that is suggested by Hiroshi is 5:1. I use a 10 cog gear on the 370 motor and a 50
cog gear to which a short arm is attached. I have seen other gyros working with a smaller ratio

like 3:1 but with obviously a more powerful motor. What this allows is the gimbal to move
freely until we need to apply a torque to the gimbal arm through the motor and gears. You may

have to experiment with the gearing if you motor is larger or smaller than a 370 (or you can
adjust parameters in your program).

Also, the arm lengths change the gearing so trial and error is the rule of the day. (if arms are the same 
length, they should not affect gearing).
Alternative to gears: wheels and pulleys could be used in place of the gear and I saw one gyroscopic 
vehicle on Youtube  that produces fantastic torque very smoothly. The problem is finding suitable belts 
that won't slip when you apply the power. Rubber bands probably will not work very well though I in 
fact did set up my first working servo using pulleys and a rubber band – but it did slip. Have 
experimented a little with pulleys and they have more friction than gears and may slip unless they use 
slotted belt.

8. Arduino Code algorithm and theory: here is a little algorithm that describes the process that 
my code follows:

a. read the Potentiometer value
a.1. smooth the pot value
b. convert the value to an angle (map statement)
c. convert the angle to one of four sectors (more later on that)
d. depending on which sector the gimbal is in, apply a correcting motor power to force the gimbal back 
to an error of 0 or the balance point.
e. go back to a

The SECRET:  when applying power to the servo motor, it must be done in very short bursts, 



typically 50 milliseconds (NOTE: recently I have found that even 5 milliseconds works and 
sometimes smoother and causes less oscillations), to allow the gyroscope time to naturally follow its 
precession to restore balance.  Also, after the power is applied and then shut off, then a delay needs to 
allow the gimbal to move to its desired position before the next cycle takes place. You must experiment
to find out which parameter settings are best for your gyroscope at the desired rpm.

Sectors: if the rotor is spinning in a counter-clockwise direction then the rotor will also precess in the 
same direction. Looking at the diagram below we can visualize the tip of rotor shaft as the black dots 
moving counter-clockwise through 4 imaginary sectors. By reading the angle of gimbal and tracking 
the previous position of the shaft, we can determine which sector the shaft currently is in and know 
which way to move the gimbal to force the rotor back to a neutral position.

Forward

Backward

How to force the gyro to a neutral position: we want the rotor tip to stay as close as possible to the 
horizontal line or neutral position – that means the gyro and the vehicle are balanced. Now if the rotor 
is in Sector 1, to force the rotor tip back to the neutral line, we have to do something strange: we must 
force the gimbal down in the FORWARD direction (PITCH DOWN) using the gimbal motor and gears.
This is not very intuitive as one would think that to force the shaft to the neutral position you would 
have to force it BACKWARD (pitch up). But no, that is how the gyro works. So, if the rotor is in 



Sector 1, we apply a FORWARD and down motion on the gimbal, and this in turn speeds up the 
precession and gets the rotor into Sector 2 faster which is where we want it. If we are in Sector 2 we 
apply a BACKWARD and down force on the gimbal to SLOW down the precession and hopefully stop
it around the Neutral line. If the shaft tip enters Sector 3, we also apply a BACKWARD and down 
motion on the gimbal to speed it up into Sector 4 and when the shaft enters Sector 4 we apply a 
FORWARD and down motion to try and stop it around the neutral line. 
Whew! Crazy but it works. This is called forced precession and whenever we force precession to the 
neutral line as near as possible, the gyroscope applies a resultant corrective force to the entire vehicle.
See the code at the end of this booklet and if you understand the above algorithm, the code will make 
sense.



8. Wiring schematic: 



Chapter 7: Problem Resolution

Problems in getting the gyroscope vehicle to balance:
1. The number one problem is probably that the gyro is not top-heavy (with a vertical rotor axis 

orientation). If the gyro is producing enough momentum and is top-heavy, it must self-balance 
the vehicle – just physics.

2. Vibration: if you have too much vibration it will affect everything – the gyroscope, the linkage, 
the servo, and especially the potentiometer readings. Get rid of all vibration that you possibly 
can. I have found that even moving the rotor to different positions on the motor shaft helps 
reduce vibration.

3. Gyro motor speed: use a PWM controller to run the DC motor otherwise the motor may run 
erratically and at different speeds and this affects its ability to balance.

4. Use an rpm counter (tachometer) to determine the rotor rpm – helps to know if you are at 4000 
or 10,000 rpm. Do not try to build a gyroscope that only runs at 2000 rpm – probably can't be 
done unless your rotor is massive compared to the weight of the vehicle. Mine will just barely 
balance at 2800 but runs great at 9000.

5. Rotor mass: check the weight of your rotor compared to the weight of the entire vehicle. It 
should be somewhere between 10% and 20%, but the higher, the better. I am finding that 18 to 
20% is ideal as it allows balancing at a lower rpm (even as low as 3000). If the vehicle can be 
balanced at low rpm, then high rpm makes for a very stable vehicle.

Rotor masses:
Shilkovski gyrocar:              1344 pound rotor/5550 pound vehicle     = 24.4%
my gyrocar (with steering
   and batteries):                    360 grams rotor/2500 gram vehicle         = 14.4%
my gyrocar (w/o ):               360/1500 gram vehicle                            = 24%
my gyroscar with new 700
      gram rotor 700/3000 gram vehicle                          = 23.3% (works well)
MORI,Hiroshi gyrocar #9    416 grams rotors/5000 gram vehicle (?)  = 8% 
GyroX car                             230 pound rotor/1850 pound vehicle        = 12.4%
Lit Motors. C-1            84 pound rotors/800 pound vehicle          = 10.5 %

6. Another balance issue is that if the vehicle cannot be balanced by just running the gyroscope, 
without any correcting electronics turned on, then it will be difficult to balance by turning on 
the electronics. Get the vehicle to balance for at least a few seconds without the electronics first.

7. Linkage connections: must not be loose or stiff or it will introduce erratic and even pulsing or 
oscillating motions in your gyroscope.

8. The wires connecting your gyroscope motor to your power source. If the wiring is too stiff it 
will adversely affect the free motion of the gimbal.

9. If the gimbal motor is not strong enough to move the rotor quickly to its corrected position, 
increase P. If P is maxed out at 1 (means motorspeed = 255) then that requires using a larger 
gimbal motor. I am using a 370 (now 385) motor that has very low friction when I turn the shaft
with my finger and thumb that I took our of a geared motor.

10. The lower the CG of they gyro, the less power it takes to correct an out of balance vehicle BUT 
the faster the correction has to be applied and a lower motorPower should be used. By raising 



the CG (the distance from the ground to the gimbal axis (axle), then more corrective power will 
be required (more motorPower) but less speed of correction is required). Keep this in mind if 
you lower or raise the CG – it will require a change in the program parameters – most 
importantly motorPower but possibly powerTime and delayTime.

CG Question: I'm not sure but I think perhaps the lowest CG might not be the best as it becomes 
very touchy to correct vehicle imbalance – the gyro being too forceful and perhaps not fast 
enough with 16mhz processor. Need to experiment here and make a sliding CG to see if in fact 
there is a sweet spot for balancing. (Update: did this experiment and it seems the lower the CG 
the better.

11. Keep the total vehicle weight as light as possible. I decided to replace my standard size steering 
servo (50 grams) with a 9 gram micro servo and it works fine. If you build the chassis out of 
steel then your rotor will have to be more massive to balance the vehicle(or higher rpm but that 
introduces vibration). 3D printed chassis and gyro frame would be great.

12. The 385 cannot quite roll the vehicle from its resting on its side to an upright balanced position 
so probably need to move on to the 550 sized motor for the gimbal. But this requires a motor 
driver with more than 2 amp draw. I will be testing the 550 with a VHN5019 12 amp driver.



Chapter 8: Adding mobility

The final task is to get the vehicle to go somewhere and this requires a steering wheel and a power 
wheel. I used a cheap yellow motor geared motor (110 rpm output) to motivate the vehicle. I mounted 
the motor to a door hinge and the hinge to a block of wood connected to the chassis. I then used a 
standard servo linked to the geared motor wheel.. The servo is attached to a servo or sensor shield on 
the Arduino Uno. It is not an ideal steered wheel because it is offset and when you turn one direction it 
moves differently than when turned the other direction and this affects the balance of the vehicle. 
Ideally a fork of some kind like that on a bicycle would produce less balance disturbances.

The rear wheel in this case is just a cheap caster wheel that is not free to rotate.
UPDATE: I decided to go with a fork type front steering as the above side mount steering introduces 
terrible balance issues when turning. I put the power wheel on the back now and I replaced the heavy 
standard servo with a 9 gram servo for the steering fork. It works much better and does not upset the 
gyro when turning the wheel without forward motion.



Turning issues:
A single gyroscope vehicle has turning problems (with vertical rotor axis orientation – not with 
horizontal axis orientation). It will turn in the opposite direction the gyroscope rotor is spinning just 
fine but, turn the other direction quickly and it is bound to fall over. Just the nature of using a single 
gyroscope. 
Note: Why does a vehicle with a single gyroscope fall over in one turn but not the other direction?
I just figured that out. If a gyroscope is spinning to the left (counter-clockwise) then it will precess at a 
certain rate in the same direction based on the angular momentum of the gyroscope. So if my vehicle 
turns to the left slowly, it will probably remain stabilized. But, if I turn quickly then I exceed the rate of
precession and the gyroscope becomes unstable and falls over. So the trick is to either not exceed the 
rate of precession or to compensate but turning the entire gyroscope to the left too.

There are some things we can do to remedy the situation:
1. Use two gyroscopes, each spinning in opposite directions. That just doubles the amount of work

and most double gyro systems I have seen oscillate the vehicle quite a bit. And they must both 
be the same size and spinning the same speed.

2. Do some programming so that when the vehicle turns, more corrective power is applied to the 
gimbal so that it does not fall over. This is what I have tried to do in my vehicle and there is a 
routine in the code that handles this but it probably needs some more work.

3. Turn slowly in the direction that easily falls over. Not very realistic but it works.

4. Set the gimbal on another gimbal and turn the entire gyroscope in the direction that the steering 
wheel turns. This is how the Gyro-X car works but it is not perfect either. I haven't done this yet
but am currently building a new chassis that allows this. I don't know if is possible, but I do not 
believe the Gyro-X car can turn its wheels when not moving forward without falling some 
unless the computer compensates for the movement as the gyroscope is attached directly to the 
steering. If the gyroscope gimbal is not perpendicular to the lengthwise running of the chassis, it
will not balance the vehicle.

5. I discovered that you really need a fork style steering. My side wheel steering produces so much
off balance motion when the wheel is turned that the entire vehicle becomes quite unstable. A 
fork style with no rake or angle to the fork produces very little change in the vehicle balance 
when the fork is turned in either direction.



6. Discovered that turning to the left going forward sharply – vehicle falls over.
Turning to the left going backwards – no problem.
Turning to the right going forward – no problem.
Turning to the right going backwards – falls over.

7.  Increase the mass of the rotor.

8. Change to a horizontal rotor axis orientation. My latest version #4 uses this orientation and it 
works quite well. Just need to solve the extreme turn problem.



Chapter 9:  Arduino Code

This is some basic and not very clean code that does work quite well. You can play with some of the 
parameters to optimize its functioning for your vehicle.
I have included the latest subroutine to account for the gimbal speed and correction which captures and 
corrects gimbal disturbances quite well too. And the new heavy rotor helps tremendously.
Note: I use the PORT commands because they are so much faster in execution than digitalWrite()
Note: this code is primarily for Versions # 1,2 and 3. 
Code for Version #4 that is working now is the second program below.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// jim demello, feb 2020 - Jul 2020 version #3
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

const int potPin = A0; //pin A0 to read analog input of gimbal angle potentiometer
const int potPin3 = A2; // need another good pot as the cheap one is all over the place - so not using it 
now
const int steeringPin = A5; // steering subroutine is not used now but may be used in future. I have
                            // tied steering servo to gimbal rotation servo using RC transmitter rather
                            // than Arduino Uno. 

//#define leftMotorPWMPin   6
//#define leftMotorDirPin   7
//#define rightMotorPWMPin  5
//#define rightMotorDirPin  4

#define in3MotorPin  9
#define in4MotorPin  10
#define inBMotorPin  5

#define sampleTime  0.004

//int16_t accY, accZ, gyroX;
volatile int motorPower, gyroRate;
volatile float accAngle, gyroAngle, currentAngle, prevAngle=0, error, prevError=0, errorSum=0;
volatile byte count=0;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//volatile float Kp=40,Ki=0,Kd=.02; // deleted PID() routine so theae vars are not used
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

long  previousMillis = 0;  



//long  creepMillis = 0;
long  loopTimer = 0;
int   prevDirection = 1;
long  prevDirectionMillis = 0;
int   currDirection = 0;

int   gimbalAngle = 0;

float emaSmoothingAlpha = 0.03;
int   emaSmoothing = 0;
int   emaSmoothingMap   = 0;

float emaSmoothingAlphaPower = 0.03;
int   emaSmoothingPower = 0;
int   emaSmoothingMapPower = 0;

float velP = 0;
float velTimer = 0;
long velCurrentTime = 0;
long velElapsedTime = 0;
float velSpeed = 0;
//int  velCurrentAngle = 0;
int  velPrevGimbalAngle = 0;
unsigned long velPreviousMillis = 0;
unsigned long velCurrentMillis = 0;

void setMotor(int motorSpeed) {
 // Serial.print("motorSpeed=");Serial.println(motorSpeed);
   if (motorSpeed >= 0) {
     // digitalWrite(in3MotorPin, LOW);
      PORTB &= ~_BV(PB1);  // LOW on pin 9
      //digitalWrite(in4MotorPin, HIGH);
      PORTB |= _BV(PB2);   // HIGH on 10
      analogWrite(inBMotorPin, abs(motorSpeed));
   }
   else {
      //digitalWrite(in3MotorPin, HIGH);
      PORTB |= _BV(PB1);   // HIGH on 9
      //digitalWrite(in4MotorPin, LOW);
      PORTB &= ~_BV(PB2);  // LOW on 10
      analogWrite(inBMotorPin, abs(motorSpeed));
   }
  
}

void setup() {
 



  Serial.begin(115200);
  // set the motor control and PWM pins to output mode

 pinMode(in3MotorPin, OUTPUT);
 pinMode(in4MotorPin, OUTPUT);
 pinMode(inBMotorPin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(potPin, INPUT); 
  pinMode(13, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(steeringPin, INPUT);
  digitalWrite(13, HIGH);
  randomSeed(analogRead(0));
 delay(200);
 
}

 int targetAngle = 370;  //360 works with 400
 int originalTargetAngle = targetAngle;
 int delayValue =  20; // 1 works
 int powerTime = 20;  //  low powertime smooths out oscillations
 float P = .5;   //.4 works   
 int adjustAngle = 1;                 
 int gimbalError = 0;
 int gimbalErrorActual = 0;
 int gimbalDirection;
 int gimbalSector;
 int gimbalPrevAngle;
 int steeringPinAngle;
 int prevMotorPower = 0;
 
 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
 void doGyro() {
  getSector();
  gimbalErrorActual = (targetAngle - gimbalAngle);
  gimbalError = abs(targetAngle - gimbalAngle);
  P = .5;
 /* 
// these conditional statements do what a PID routine would do more or less but have found they are not
really necessary
   if (gimbalError > 30) 
      {   
          P = .5; // 05
          powerTime = 60;
          delayValue = 20;
      }   
  else if (gimbalError > 20) 
      {   



          P = .5; // 05
          powerTime = 50;
          delayValue = 10;
      }
  else if (gimbalError > 10) 
      {   
          P = .6; // 05
          powerTime = 15;
          delayValue = 20;
      }
  else if (gimbalError > 5)    // this causes oscillation
      {
        P = .6; // 04
        powerTime = 10;
        delayValue = 20;
      }
  else { P=.5; // had to lower power and time since I lowered CG of gyroscope closer to ground
        powerTime = 20;
        delayValue = 20;
  }   */
  if (gimbalSector == 3 || gimbalSector == 1) {
    //   P = .05;
       //    P = P * .5; // cut P to slow precess
       //powerTime = powerTime * .8;
  }
  if (gimbalSector == 2 || gimbalSector == 4)  {
      // P = .1;
  //   P = P * 1.5; // increase to stop vehicle from dropping so drastically to right
    // powerTime = powerTime * 1.2;
  }   
 //  P = gimbalError * .03;
  ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  // increase P if doing any turns                     //
  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////
  doSteeringAdjustment(); // if turning then increase P

  P = P + velP; // add velocity factor
  Serial.print("==> P= ");Serial.println(P);
  if (P > 1) P = 1;
      
  //digitalWrite(13, LOW); 
  PORTB &= ~_BV(PB5);  // using PORT is much faster than digitalWrite
  if (gimbalError > 5) {
    //digitalWrite(13, HIGH);
     PORTB |= _BV(PB5);
  }
  //Serial.print("gimbalError=");Serial.println(gimbalError);



  if ((gimbalAngle > targetAngle + adjustAngle) && gimbalSector == 1) { // forward
     motorPower = 255 * P;
       }
  else if ((gimbalAngle > targetAngle + adjustAngle) && gimbalSector == 2) { // backwards direction
     motorPower = -255 * P;
      }
  else if ((gimbalAngle < targetAngle - adjustAngle) && gimbalSector == 3 ) { // backwards
      motorPower = -255 * P;
        }
  else if ((gimbalAngle < targetAngle - adjustAngle) && gimbalSector == 4 ) { // forward
      motorPower = 255 * P;
       }
       Serial.print(gimbalErrorActual);Serial.print(",");Serial.println(gimbalAngle); 
//      Serial.print(",");  Serial.println(motorPower);
    //    motorPower = 1 * (emaSmoothingAlphaPower * motorPower) + ((1 - 
emaSmoothingAlphaPower) * emaSmoothingPower);
  //Serial.println(gimbalAngle);  Serial.print(",");Serial.println(emaSmoothing);
  //motorPower = emaSmoothingPower;
 }
 
 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
 void increaseSpeed( int motorPower) {
    for (int i=0;i <= abs(motorPower);i = i + 1){  //using 1 is smoother
  //    Serial.print("i= ");Serial.println(i);
       if (motorPower >= 0) setMotor(i);
       if (motorPower <  0) setMotor(- i);
       delay(0);
    }
    
 }
 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
 void getSector() {
      if (gimbalAngle > targetAngle) {
        if (gimbalAngle > gimbalPrevAngle) gimbalSector = 1;
        else if (gimbalAngle < gimbalPrevAngle) gimbalSector = 2;
      }
      if (gimbalAngle < targetAngle) {
        if (gimbalAngle > gimbalPrevAngle) gimbalSector = 4;
        else if (gimbalAngle < gimbalPrevAngle) gimbalSector = 3;
      }
      gimbalPrevAngle = gimbalAngle;
  //    Serial.print("gimbalSector = ");Serial.println(gimbalSector);
 }
int countCalls = 0;
int bestDelayValueML = 0;
int bestPowerTimeValueML    = 0;
float bestPValueML = 0;



int prevErrorML = 10000;
int bestErrorML = 10000;
int totalErrorML = 0;

boolean turnOnSteeringCorrection = false;
void doSteeringAdjustment() {
   //////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    //// if turning then set targetAngle up or down  -- this does not seem to work so just increase P
    /////////////////////////////////////////////////////
    targetAngle = originalTargetAngle;
    if (turnOnSteeringCorrection) {
      
    if (steeringPinAngle != 0) { // is 0 if the steering servo is turned on
        if (steeringPinAngle > 46) 
        {
          //targetAngle = originalTargetAngle + 50; // temporarily move target angle
          //P = 1;
        }
        else if (steeringPinAngle < 42) 
        {
        //  targetAngle = originalTargetAngle + 50;
        //  P = 1;
        //  powerTime = 10; // 10 causes oscillation on left turn
        }
    }
//   Serial.print("steeringPinAngle = ");Serial.print(steeringPinAngle);Serial.print("P = 
");Serial.println(P);
    }
}
void doVelocityGimbal() {
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
 // every so many milliseconds, check velocity of gimbal, if fast then increase P, if slow then decrease P
 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
   
   if(velCurrentMillis - velPreviousMillis > 300) {
      velElapsedTime = velCurrentMillis - velPreviousMillis;
      velSpeed = (abs(gimbalAngle - velPrevGimbalAngle));
      velSpeed = velSpeed / velElapsedTime;
      if (velSpeed > .01)  {velP = .3;}
      else if (velSpeed > .005) {velP = .2;}  // fast so increase P to stop gimbal torque faster
      else               {velP =  0;}  // slow so decreaase P to let gimbal stay in this area
      Serial.print("velElapsedTime= ");Serial.println(velElapsedTime);
      Serial.print("gimbalAngle= ");Serial.println(gimbalAngle);
      Serial.print("velPrevGimbalAngle= ");Serial.println(velPrevGimbalAngle);
      Serial.print("velSpeed = ");Serial.println(velSpeed);
      Serial.print("velP= ");Serial.println(velP);



      velPreviousMillis = velCurrentMillis;
      velPrevGimbalAngle = gimbalAngle;
   }
 }
void loop() {
   emaSmoothingAlpha = .4;
   emaSmoothingAlphaPower = .5;
   //Kp = 30;
   int cgError;
   ///////////////////////////////////
   //////// READ PINS POTS //////////
   /////////////////////////////////
   int value = analogRead(potPin);
   gimbalAngle = map(value, 0, 1023, 0, 800); // map to Kp values  400 is working, try 800
//    Serial.print("gimbalAngle= ");Serial.println(gimbalAngle);
    emaSmoothing = 1 * (emaSmoothingAlpha * gimbalAngle) + ((1 - emaSmoothingAlpha) * 
emaSmoothing);
  //Serial.println(gimbalAngle);  Serial.print(",");Serial.println(emaSmoothing);
   gimbalAngle = emaSmoothing;
  
   int value3 = analogRead(potPin3);
   //delayValue = map(value3, 0, 1023, 0, 500); // map to Kp values
   //Serial.print("delayValue value=");Serial.print(delayValue);

      steeringPinAngle = analogRead(steeringPin);
      steeringPinAngle = map(steeringPinAngle, 0, 1023, 0, 120);
      velCurrentMillis = millis();
      doVelocityGimbal();
   
   unsigned long currentMillis = millis();
   if(currentMillis - previousMillis > loopTimer) {
     
     doGyro();
     
     previousMillis = currentMillis;   
     //doPID();
   }
 
   // set motor power after constraining it
   motorPower = constrain(motorPower, -255, 255);
   
 if (gimbalAngle > 400) motorPower = 0;
  // if (abs(error) > 20) motorPower = 0; // if fall over then shut off motors
   
 if (motorPower > 255) motorPower = 255;
 if (motorPower < -255) motorPower = -255;
 /////////////////////////////////////////////////



 ////////////////////////////////////////////////
 //Serial.print("motorPowerr=");Serial.print(motorPower);
 //setMotor(motorPower );
 increaseSpeed(motorPower); // gradually increase speed from 0 to n so as not to jerk motor and gyro
 delay(powerTime);          // set motorspeed for this amount of time
 setMotor(0);               // shut off motor speed so gyro can precess
 //doML();
 delay(delayValue);         // allow precess this amount of time and after that, loop and check position 
again
 ////////////////////////////////////////////////
 ///////////////////////////////////////////////
} // end loop()



Here is latest working code for Version #4 using a 395 gimbal motor and VNH5019 motor driver;
Note: only one motor driver is used of the two prossible ones for the VNH5019 dual motor driver 
board. I use external radio control (RC) gear to provide power to the rear wheel and the steering.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PID routine is not used here so far

// jim demello, feb 2020

// algorithm: motor on until within deadband, then motor off.

//            motorPower is low if close, high if far from deadband.

// uncomment the Serial print statements at the end of the program to see the values in the Serial 
monitor. If the statements are uncommented, the mail loop runs two or three times slower than if you 
keep them commented out. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//#include <VarSpeedServo.h>

//VarSpeedServo myservo1;

//#include <Servo.h>

//Servo myservo1;

#include "avdweb_AnalogReadFast.h"

const int potPin = A0; //pin A0 to read gimbal potentiometer

//const int potPin3 = A2; // need another good pot as the cheap one is all over the place - so not using it 
now

const int steeringPin = 2;

const int testPotPin1 = 4;

float testPot1;

#define in1MotorPin  7 // vehicle drive motor

#define in2MotorPin  8

#define inAMotorPin  10

#define in3MotorPin  13 // gimbal motor PWM

#define in4MotorPin  4 // gimbsl motor PWM

#define inBMotorPin  9



#define rcCH1 A1  // Pin 12 Connected to CH1 of Transmitter;

#define rcCH3 5   // Pin 13 Connected to CH3

int ch1 = 0;  // Receiver Channel 1 PPM value

int ch3 = 0;  // Receiver Channel 3 PPM value

int throttleVal;

int steeringVal;

#define sampleTime  0.004

//MPU6050 mpu;

//NewPing sonar(TRIGGER_PIN, ECHO_PIN, MAX_DISTANCE);

int16_t accY, accZ, gyroX;

volatile int motorPower, gyroRate;

volatile float accAngle, gyroAngle, currentAngle, prevAngle=0, error, prevError=0, errorSum=0;

volatile byte count=0;

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

volatile float Kp=0,Ki=0,Kd=0;

int maxMotorPower = 150;

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//float bestKp,bestKi,bestKd;

//float learningKp,learningKi,learningKd;

//int   distanceCm;

int wheelOffset = 0; // smaller number sends front wheel to the left

long  previousMillis = 0;  

//long  creepMillis = 0;

long  loopTimer = 0;

int   prevDirection = 1;



long  prevDirectionMillis = 0;

int   currDirection = 0;

long prevMillisMotor = 0;

long loopTimerMotor  = 0;

int   gimbalAngle = 0;

float emaSmoothingAlpha = 0.03;

int   emaSmoothing = 0;

int   emaSmoothingMap   = 0;

float emaSmoothingAlphaPower = 0.03;

int   emaSmoothingPower = 0;

int   emaSmoothingMapPower = 0;

float velP = 0;

float velTimer = 0;

long velCurrentTime = 0;

long velElapsedTime = 0;

float velSpeed = 0;

//int  velCurrentAngle = 0;

int  velPrevGimbalAngle = 0;

unsigned long velPreviousMillis = 0;

unsigned long velCurrentMillis = 0;

boolean motorOnFlag = false;

volatile unsigned long risingTimeCh1 = 0;

volatile unsigned long fallingTimeCh1 = 0;

volatile unsigned long pulseLengthCh1     = 0;

volatile boolean timeTakenStateCh1  = false;

volatile unsigned long risingTimeCh3 = 0;



volatile unsigned long fallingTimeCh3 = 0;

volatile unsigned long pulseLengthCh3     = 0;

volatile boolean timeTakenStateCh3  = false;

void setGimbalMotor(int motorSpeed) {

 // Serial.print("motorSpeed=");Serial.println(motorSpeed);

   if (motorSpeed > 0) {

      digitalWrite(in3MotorPin, LOW);

     // PORTB &= ~_BV(PB1);  // LOW on pin 9

      digitalWrite(in4MotorPin, HIGH);

     // PORTB |= _BV(PB2);   // HIGH on 10

      analogWrite(inBMotorPin, abs(motorSpeed));

      

   }

   else if (motorSpeed < 0) {

      digitalWrite(in3MotorPin, HIGH);

     // PORTB |= _BV(PB1);   // HIGH on 9

      digitalWrite(in4MotorPin, LOW);

      //PORTB &= ~_BV(PB2);  // LOW on 10

      analogWrite(inBMotorPin, abs(motorSpeed));

   }

   else {

     digitalWrite(in3MotorPin, LOW); // motorSpeed = 0 so stop motor

     digitalWrite(in4MotorPin, LOW);

   }

  

}

void setDriveMotor(int motorSpeed) {

 // Serial.print("motorSpeed=");Serial.println(motorSpeed);

   if (motorSpeed > 40) {

      digitalWrite(in1MotorPin, LOW);

  //    PORTB &= ~_BV(PB1);  // LOW on pin 9

      digitalWrite(in2MotorPin, HIGH);



  //    PORTB |= _BV(PB2);   // HIGH on 10

      analogWrite(inAMotorPin, abs(motorSpeed));

   }

   else if (motorSpeed < -40){

      digitalWrite(in1MotorPin, HIGH);

   //   PORTB |= _BV(PB1);   // HIGH on 9

      digitalWrite(in2MotorPin, LOW);

   //   PORTB &= ~_BV(PB2);  // LOW on 10

      analogWrite(inAMotorPin, abs(motorSpeed));

   }

   else { analogWrite(inAMotorPin, abs(0));   // stop motor

          //        Serial.println("------------> STOPPING MOTOR");

          }

}

#define cbi(sfr, bit) (_SFR_BYTE(sfr) &= ~_BV(bit))

#define sbi(sfr, bit) (_SFR_BYTE(sfr) |= _BV(bit))

void setup() {

 

 Serial.begin(115200);

  sbi(ADCSRA, ADPS2);

  cbi(ADCSRA, ADPS1);

  cbi(ADCSRA, ADPS0);

  // set the motor control and PWM pins to output mode

 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 /// use interrupts on pins 2 and 3 for reading RC Receiver channels as Arduino pulseIn() function takes 
about 20ms per call //

 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 //pinMode(rcCH1, INPUT_PULLUP);

 //attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(rcCH1),pulseInCh1 , CHANGE);  // PulseIn replacement 
routine for Ch1 - runs faster

 //attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(rcCH3),pulseInCh3 , CHANGE);  // PulseIn replacement 
routine for Ch3 - runs faster

 

 pinMode(in1MotorPin, OUTPUT); // drive motor



 pinMode(in2MotorPin, OUTPUT);

 pinMode(inAMotorPin, OUTPUT);

 pinMode(in3MotorPin, OUTPUT); // gimbal motor

 pinMode(in4MotorPin, OUTPUT);

 pinMode(inBMotorPin, OUTPUT);

  pinMode(potPin, INPUT);  // gimbal pot

  pinMode(rcCH1, INPUT);

  //pinMode(steeringPin, INPUT);

  //digitalWrite(13, HIGH);

  randomSeed(analogRead(0));

 delay(200);

 pinMode(testPotPin1,INPUT);

//  myservo1.attach(steeringPin); // steering servo

//  myservo1.write(90 + wheelOffset);

 // Serial.println(10);

 

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 //// interrupt on pin 3 for reading RC RX channel 1 - steering ////

 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 void pulseInCh1(){

/*  timeTakenStateCh1 = !timeTakenStateCh1;

  if(timeTakenStateCh1)

    risingTimeCh1 = micros();

  if(!timeTakenStateCh1){

    fallingTimeCh1 = micros();

 // pulseLengthCh1 = (fallingTimeCh1 - risingTimeCh1) / 1000;

   pulseLengthCh1 = (fallingTimeCh1 - risingTimeCh1) ;

 //   printMe = true;

 }

 */

   pulseLengthCh1 = analogRead(rcCH1);

  



}

 int targetAngle = 404;  //doesn't work very well as gyro balances around natural vehicle balance point 
by itself

 int originalTargetAngle = targetAngle;

 int delayValue =  0; // 1 works

 int powerTime = 15;  //  low powertime smooths out oscillations

 float P = .4;   //.4 works   

 int adjustAngle = 1;                 

 int gimbalError = 0;

 int gimbalErrorActual = 0;

 int gimbalDirection;

 int gimbalSector;

 int gimbalPrevAngle;

 int steeringPinAngle;

 int prevMotorPower = 0;

 int extremeGimbalAngle = 0;

 int tempMotorPower = 0;

 ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 void calculateMotorPower() {

  getSector();

  gimbalErrorActual = (targetAngle - gimbalAngle);

  gimbalError = abs(targetAngle - gimbalAngle);

  /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

  // increase braking power if gimbal has reached an extreme angle, do so until gimbal error = zero //

  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

  if (gimbalError > 30) extremeGimbalAngle = gimbalErrorActual;

  //Serial.print("extreme =================>" );Serial.println(extremeGimbalAngle);

  if (gimbalErrorActual > 0 && extremeGimbalAngle < 0) extremeGimbalAngle = 0;

  if (gimbalErrorActual < 0 && extremeGimbalAngle > 0) extremeGimbalAngle = 0;

  

  float pWeight = .017;

  float K = (pWeight * gimbalError); //.06 works with L298N



   

  P = K;

  if (P > 1) P = 1;

 

  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

  ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

  maxMotorPower = 255;

  //tempMotorPower = map(gimbalError,0,15,100,150); // brake within a range depending on how much
error // 80 to 150 is working

  tempMotorPower = 100; // this seems to work but above moves gyro balance point

  float increaseMotorPower = .2;

  if (extremeGimbalAngle != 0) increaseMotorPower = 1.6; //  .8 working but try more power

  

  if (gimbalSector == 1) {

      if (gimbalAngle > targetAngle + adjustAngle) { // forward

      //    motorPower =  maxMotorPower * (P) * 1.2;

      motorPower =  maxMotorPower * P * 2.5;

      if (gimbalError < 15)  motorPower = map(gimbalError,80,0,80,100); // bad

    //  if (gimbalError < 15) motorPower = tempMotorPower; // acts as BRAKE by increasing power// 
better

      //        Serial.println("==> 1");

      }

   } 

  

   else if (gimbalSector == 2) {

           if (gimbalAngle > targetAngle + adjustAngle) { // backwards direction

            //motorPower = - maxMotorPower * P;

             motorPower = map(gimbalError,80,0,0,-60);

       //         motorPower = - (maxMotorPower - (maxMotorPower * P) ) * increaseMotorPower; // 
inverts motorPower from -0 to -255

             //  Serial.println("==> 2");

           }

   }

   else if (gimbalSector == 3) {



          if (gimbalAngle < targetAngle - adjustAngle) { // backwards

             motorPower =   - maxMotorPower * P * 2.5;

           //  if (gimbalError < 15) motorPower = - maxMotorPower * P * 3;

             if (gimbalError < 15) motorPower = - tempMotorPower; // increase power to brake

            //Serial.println("==> 3");

          }

   }

   else if (gimbalSector == 4) {

       /*   if (gimbalAngle < targetAngle - adjustAngle) { // forward

            if (gimbalError < 15) motorPower = map(gimbalError,15,0,0,255);

            else if (gimbalError < 80)       {   motorPower = map(gimbalError,80,15,40,80); } */

            motorPower = map(gimbalError,80,0,80,10);

         

         //   motorPower =  ( maxMotorPower - (maxMotorPower * P) ) * increaseMotorPower; // inverts 
motorPower to gradually increase power

            //Serial.println("==> 4");

          }

     

   //else { motorPower = 0; }

   

   

 

 // test one side theory

 // if (motorPower > 0) motorPower = motorPower + 100;

 //motorPower = motorPower + 10;

 } // end doGyro() loop

 

 ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 void increaseSpeed( int motorPower) {

    for (int i=0;i <= abs(motorPower);i = i + 1){  //using 1 is smoother

  //    Serial.print("i= ");Serial.println(i);

       if (motorPower >= 0) setGimbalMotor(i);

       if (motorPower <  0) setGimbalMotor(- i);



       //delay(0);

       delayMicroseconds(40);

    }

    

 }

 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 void getSector() {

      if (gimbalAngle > targetAngle) {

        if (gimbalAngle > gimbalPrevAngle) gimbalSector = 1;

        else if (gimbalAngle < gimbalPrevAngle) gimbalSector = 2;

      }

      if (gimbalAngle < targetAngle) {

        if (gimbalAngle > gimbalPrevAngle) gimbalSector = 4;

        else if (gimbalAngle < gimbalPrevAngle) gimbalSector = 3;

      }

      gimbalPrevAngle = gimbalAngle;

  //    Serial.print("gimbalSector = ");Serial.println(gimbalSector);

 }

int countCalls = 0;

int bestDelayValueML = 0;

int bestPowerTimeValueML    = 0;

float bestPValueML = 0;

int prevErrorML = 10000;

int bestErrorML = 10000;

int totalErrorML = 0;

unsigned long loopMillis;

 float myMap(int x, float in_min, float in_max, float out_min, float out_max) {

  return (x - in_min) * (out_max - out_min) / (in_max - in_min) + out_min;

}

void loop() {



  unsigned long currentMillis = millis();

   emaSmoothingAlpha = .4;

   emaSmoothingAlphaPower = .5;

   Kp = 30;

   int cgError;

   ///////////////////////////////////

   //////// READ PINS POTS //////////

   /////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

   //////// READ gimble potentiometer and do smoothing routine  //////////

   //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

   testPot1 = analogReadFast(testPotPin1); // read angle of gimbal

   //testPot1 = map(testPot1, 0, 4095, 0, 200);

   testPot1 = myMap(testPot1,0,4095,0,10) / 100;

   //Serial.print("testPot1= ");Serial.println(testPot1);

   

   int value = analogReadFast(potPin); // read angle of gimbal

   gimbalAngle = map(value, 0, 1023, 0, 800); // map to Kp values  400 is working, try 800

//    Serial.print("gimbalAngle= ");Serial.print(gimbalAngle);

    emaSmoothing = 1 * (emaSmoothingAlpha * gimbalAngle) + ((1 - emaSmoothingAlpha) * 
emaSmoothing);

  //Serial.println(gimbalAngle);  Serial.print(",");Serial.println(emaSmoothing);

   gimbalAngle = emaSmoothing;

  

 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 // Read in the length of the signal in microseconds RC TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER 

 /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 // ch1 = pulseIn(rcCH1, HIGH, 40000);  // (Pin, State, Timeout) //steering

 // ch1 = pulseLengthCh1;

  ch1 = analogReadFast(rcCH1);

  //steeringVal = map(ch1,1048,2046,45,125);

  steeringVal = ch1;

  //steeringVal = analogRead(steeringPin);  



  steeringVal = map(steeringVal,0,1024,0,50);

  steeringPinAngle = steeringVal;

//  Serial.print("steeringVal =");Serial.print(steeringVal + wheelOffset);

//  myservo1.write(steeringVal + wheelOffset,70); // 0=fullspeed, 1=255 slower to faster

  //myservo1.write(steeringVal + wheelOffset); 

  ch3 = pulseIn(rcCH3, HIGH, 30000);  //                       Throttle

  throttleVal = map(ch3,998,2010,-255,255); //  midpoint is 0 speed or stop

  if (throttleVal < -240) throttleVal = 0; // when TX is not on, throttleVal = about -255 so set to 0

//  Serial.print(" throttleVal="); Serial.println(throttleVal);

  //setDriveMotor(throttleVal);  // set drive motor speed

//  Serial.print("error = ");Serial.println(targetAngle - gimbalAngle);

  velCurrentMillis = millis();

 //   doVelocityGimbal();

   loopMillis = currentMillis - previousMillis;

//   Serial.print("Loop milliseconds = ");Serial.println(loopMillis);

   currentMillis = millis();

 //  if(currentMillis - previousMillis > loopTimer) {

        calculateMotorPower();

   //     emaSmoothingPower = 1 * (emaSmoothingAlphaPower * motorPower) + ((1 - 
emaSmoothingAlphaPower) * emaSmoothingPower);

   //     motorPower = emaSmoothingPower;

        previousMillis = currentMillis;   

 //  }

 

   if (steeringPinAngle < 18 && gimbalSector == 1)  // if turning left then increase torque

     {

        motorPower = motorPower + 50;

     }

   else if (steeringPinAngle > 25 && gimbalSector == 3)  // if turning right then increase torque

          {

             motorPower = motorPower - 50;

          }  

   //       Serial.print(" Loop milliseconds = ");Serial.println(loopMillis);



          int deadBand = 0;

       //   Serial.print(gimbalError * 
10);Serial.print(",");Serial.print(motorPower);Serial.print(",");Serial.println(gimbalSector * 100);

     if (motorPower > maxMotorPower) motorPower = maxMotorPower;

     if (motorPower < - maxMotorPower) motorPower = - maxMotorPower;

    /*

     Serial.print(" motorpower= ");Serial.print(motorPower); 

     Serial.print(" gimbalAngle = ");Serial.print(gimbalAngle); 

     Serial.print(" gimbalError= ");Serial.print(gimbalError);

     Serial.print(" delayValue= ");Serial.print(delayValue);

     Serial.print(" extremeGimbalAngle= ");Serial.print(extremeGimbalAngle);

     Serial.print(" Loop milliseconds = ");Serial.print(loopMillis);

     Serial.print(" gimbalSector = ");Serial.print(gimbalSector);

     Serial.print(" steeringPinAngle= ");Serial.println(steeringPinAngle);

     */

     if (( gimbalAngle < (targetAngle - deadBand)) || (gimbalAngle > (targetAngle + deadBand) )) {

          // turn motor on

         increaseSpeed(motorPower); // gradually increase speed from 0 to n so as not to jerk motor and 
gyro

      //   Serial.println("motor on");

     }

     else

     {

          // turn motor off

          setDriveMotor(0);

      //    Serial.println("motor off");

     }

    ///////////////////////////////////////////////////

   /// if approaching setpoint then shut off motor /// /// this smooths out oscillations

   ///////////////////////////////////////////////////

 //  if ((gimbalSector == 2 || gimbalSector == 4) && ( gimbalError < 3)) { // if approaching setpoint 
then shut off motor

    //    setGimbalMotor(0);    

  // }



} // end loop()



Chapter 10: Version #4 – Horizontal Axis Rotor

This is my latest version vehicle and it works pretty well so far. With the horizontal axis rotor, it allows 
the vehicle to turn right and left. The current vehicle turns right and left slowly but has problems with 
fast, sharp turns which I hope to address now.

I have incorporated the radio control receiver (RX) into the Arduino Uno which turns out to be pretty 
easy to do and it adds the advantage that no wheel encoders are necessary to see if the vehicle is going 
forward or backward. Also no sensor is required to see if the steering is engaged since the Arduino 
directly controls the steering servo. This is a one sensor vehicle – cool!

So now I want to work on the programming to turn the rotor on vehicle turns to keep it balanced better 
on sharp/fast turns. 

The new 385 gimbal motor works quite well but it would be nice to go up to a 390 (Note: 390 does not 
work as it cogs). I tried a 550 but my motor driver cannot handle the amps it is drawing. An A4950 
motor driver works well with the 385 but still cannot keep the vehicle stable in extreme fast turns. 

Update: using 395 gimbal motor and VNH5019 motor driver now.

This rotor orientation seems the way to go, even the latest Thrustcycle uses it and of course the GyroX 
car does too. Vertical orientation will probably only work if you use two gyroscopes in tandem. Too 
much work and complication for me to pursue. 

I rebuilt the front wheel as the old one wobbled a lot. 

Here is a video of my latest: https://youtu.be/UUfhcObPBeE

Here is video of vehicle on a high-wire: https://youtu.be/zxm_kAKst6g

https://youtu.be/zxm_kAKst6g


Chapter 11: Future modifications

Questions to be answered:
1. How to solve the left turn problem if your single gyroscope is spinning ccw? (This is only a 

problem with the vertical orientation rotor (#1,2 and 3).
Update: newest Version #4 vehicle uses horizontal orientation which helps solve turning problems. 

2. Will the vehicle go up and down an incline or hill without falling over?
3. Can the vehicle make fast turns? It can to the right but not the left going forward. 

Update: Version #4 can turn left and right now at moderate speed but need to work on faster turns.
4. Does lowering the CG always make for a better balancing vehicle or is there a sweet spot? (Did 

an experiment with this and it just seems the lower the CG of the vehicle, the easier it is to 
balance it with less torque required.)

5. Is there a better programming algorithm than the one I am using? Am using basically a 
Proportional (P of PID) with some conditional statements, also a sort of LQR algorithm.

Update: went back to Proportional Bang-bang algorithm which works well and will scale with a faster 
processor to provide even better balancing.
Update: new algorithm seems to work pretty well for faster turns.

6. Need better math solutions. (Hope someone with some real math/physics skills can help me out 
here.)

7. Todo on Version #4: replace L298N motor driver with better one like A4950,  try using pulleys 
and belt driver rather than gears and levers, modify code to get rid of big delay() functions 
(Done) , modify code to handle fast turns better.
Update: VNH5019 motor driver and 395 dc gimbal motor are a good working 
combination. Have also improved algorithm to handle disturbances.

 I think as of Jan 18th, 2021, I am finished with this project as it seems to work quite well. I hope others 
will build gyroscopic vehicles and share their experiences.

Happy motoring!

Jim Demello
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